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A visual–haptic Necker cube reveals temporal constraints on intersensory
merging during perceptual exploration
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Abstract9

When viewing a three-dimensional Necker cube with one eye, participants can experience illusory reversals even while they feel the cube
with their hands. This surprising property of the visual–haptic Necker cube affords a unique opportunity to investigate temporal constraints on
interactions between vision and touch during extended observation of a three-dimensional object. Our observers reported reversals while they
viewed the cube and, at the same time, they either held it with two-finger grips, felt it with while their hands remained stationary, or actively
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 Pxplored it by moving one hand. Consistent with a multisensory approach to three-dimensional form perception, touch had a clear effect
umber and the duration of illusory percepts. Additionally, when observers alternated between stationary and moving periods during e

ransitions from stationary to moving-hand haptics played a crucial role in inhibiting illusory reversals. A temporal analysis of the probf
rst reversals occurring after different types of motor transition revealed a “vetoing window” initiating approximately 2 s after the transd
asting at least another 1–2 s. Implications for multisensory processes during exploration are discussed.

2006 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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. Introduction

Perceiving the three-dimensional structure of an object often
nvolves merging vision and haptics over extended periods of
xploration. An interesting feature of this process is that as
xploration progresses, new information may require changing
ow the two sensory signals are treated. Suppose you were look-

ng at a simple object, say a cup, while you also explore it with
ne hand. If the hand is feeling the front of the cup, eye and hand

nform about the same properties (such as local curvature, size
nd so on). In this case merging the two sensory signals would
e justified, and presumably advantageous. But if, instead, the
and touches in the back of the cup, haptics may detect prop-
rties that are not available to vision. For instance, a change

n surface curvature at the junction with the cup’s handle, or a
ifferently shaped cup nearby. That the two signals should be
erged is now less obvious. In many such cases, in fact, the cor-

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: nick@psico.univ.trieste.it (N. Bruno).

rect decision would be that the two signals are not to be me
at all. What process makes this kind of decisions in the hu
perceptual system?

Technically, the problem of handling intersensory disc
ancies that arise during bimodal exploration may be solve
different strategies (for a recent review, seeErnst & Bulthoff,
2004). For instance, the system may merge the two signa
performing a weighted sum of the bimodal signals (bimo
integration). It is generally believed that such integration te
to occur for signals at similar spatial and temporal posit
(seeStein & Meredith, 1993) and that the weights entered
the computation are based on the relative reliability of the
sensory channels (seeErnst & Banks, 2002). As an alternative
different bimodal signals may be handled by a more com
operation whereby complementary aspects of bimodal info
tion are coordinated (bimodal combination). For instance
perception of three-dimensional shape may combine info
tion about the back of an object, which is typically acquired
touch, with information about its front, which is readily ava
able to vision (Newell, Ernst, Tjan, & B̈ulthoff, 2001). Finally,
discrepant signals may be dealt with using internally represe
028-3932/$ – see front matter © 2006 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
oi:10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2006.01.032
NSY 2225 1–7
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Fig. 1. Drawings of the Necker cube and of its two alternative interpretations, with a photograph of a 3D model of a cube that can be held in the hands.

knowledge that one sensory channel is more trustworthy under38

certain conditions (i.e. the “modality appropriateness” hypothe-39

sis ofWelch & Warren, 1986, Chapter 25; see alsoJacobs, 2002).40

Such a priori bias in favor of one channel may cause the other41

channel to be discarded (i.e. the “visual capture” observed by42

Rock & Victor, 1964).43

It is currently unclear whether the human perceptual system44

uses all of these strategies to process discrepant signals. There45

is strong evidence that merging consistent sensory signals is46

often modelled very well by an integration approach (Alais &47

Burr, 2004; Ernst & Banks, 2002; van Beers, Sittig, & van der48

Gon, 1999). This scheme may be extended to deal with incon-49

sistent signals in several ways. For instance, the system may50

monitor changes in the quality of sensory signals as conditions51

change during exploration. This could then result in intersensory52

reweighting (Gepshtein & Banks, 2003) or recalibration (Ernst,53

Banks, & B̈ulthoff, 2000). These processes would effectively54

give greater importance to the most reliable of the discrepant sig-55

nals. Note that reweighting that assigns a near-zero weight to one56

of the channels is equivalent to discarding it. Note also, however,57

that reweighting or recalibration may just as well be performed58

on the basis of a priori biases. For instance, in many situations,59

the system may be biased to use haptic information as the stan-60

dard for recalibrating visual inputs (Atkins, Fiser, & Jacobs,61

2001). This process is reminiscent of earlier theories in philoso-62

phy (Berkeley, 1709) and cognitive psychology (Piaget, 1937).63

G tion64

w uring65

e .66

In this paper, we intend to investigate this issue by study-67

ing sensory discrepancies in a visual–haptic Necker cube. The68

Necker cube is a well-known reversible figure (Necker, 1982). 69

Less well known is that reversals occur, under monocular view-70

ing, also with actual 3D models of the cube (Fig. 1) and even 71

when such 3D models are explored haptically (Shopland & 72

Gregory, 1964). This is striking, when one considers the per-73

ceived 3D alternatives. One of these is of course a cube, the74

veridical shape, which matches the shape felt by the hands. The75

other, however, is a truncated pyramid pointing in the opposite76

direction relative to that felt by the hands. When experiencing77

this second percept, one somehow has the impression that the78

cube looses its rigidity, or that one’s wrists are bent at impossible79

angles, consistent with the visually reversed shape instead of the80

haptically felt one. Odd as they are, these experiences seem to81

be due some kind of bimodal process. Evidence for this conclu-82

sion is provided by changes in the frequency of reversals as well83

as durations of perceived alternatives. For instance, reversal fre-84

quency decreases when seeing and touching the cube, relative85

to when one sees it but cannot touch it (Shopland & Gregory, 86

1964). The average duration of bimodally consistent percepts is87

larger than that of inconsistent percepts (Ando & Ashida, 2003). 88

The above effects suggest that the visual–haptic Necker cube89

is an excellent model to investigate bimodal processes during90

extended periods of exploration. For instance, although natural91

objects do not ordinarily reverse in depth, spontaneous reversals92

i ptive93

p odal94

s ng of95
U

iven alternative mechanisms for reweighting and recalibra
e need further information about bimodal processes d
xploration before we can distinguish between candidates
NSY 2225 1–7

,n the cube provide an interesting opportunity to assess ada
rocesses that take place when previously consistent bim
ignals begin to conflict. As we have argued at the beginni
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the paper, such conflict can take place when the hand explores96

locations that are not immediately visible, such as those in the97

back of objects. In addition, by tracking reversals as they are98

experienced under different haptic conditions, one could obtain99

information about bimodal processes occurring when the quality100

of information provided by separate sensory channels changes101

over time.102

To address these questions, we present two coordinated stud-103

ies. In the first, we varied the quality of information for 3D shape104

provided by haptics by changing conditions across separate ses-105

sions. The aim was to replicate known haptic effects on Necker106

cube reversals and percept durations (Ando & Ashida, 2003;107

Shopland & Gregory, 1964) and to confirm that these effects are108

indeed due to haptics (and not to confounded visual changes). In109

the second study, we varied tactile information within sessions110

by asking observers to alternate between periods of active and111

passive touch. This second study was aimed at obtaining infor-112

mation about the temporal dynamics of bimodal interactions113

during the exploration of the cube. In both studies, the perceived114

three-dimensional form was assessed by asking observers to ver-115

bally report reversals as they experienced them.116

2. Methods117

2.1. Participants118

first119
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involving human participants provided by the Universities of Trieste and Liver-151

pool. 152

Participation in the experiments was preceded by training sessions. These153

served the purpose of demonstrating Necker cube reversals, of insuring that154

participants could identify them when they occurred, and of standardizing the155

verbal responses that were recorded. Once the training session was concluded,156

participants began their experimental sessions. In the three intermodal condi-157

tions of the first study, these consisted of five 1-min runs for each of the three158

experimental conditions described below, in random order. In the two control159

unimodal conditions of the first study, they consisted of four 2-min runs for160

each of two of the three main conditions. In the second study, finally, they con-161

sisted of four 2-min runs consisting of alternations between hand-stationary and162

hand-moving periods. Participants were allowed rest periods between runs, if163

they requested them. At the end, naı̈ve participants were debriefed regarding the164

aims of the study. 165

In the first study, the training session began by showing participants the 3D166

Necker cube. Once participants noticed that they could invert the cube under167

monocular viewing, we drew their attention on how the alternating percepts168

corresponded to different positions in depth as well as to different 3D shapes.169

After this, we told them that in the study they were going to hold the cube in170

their hands. To illustrate the specific manners of holding the cube, we showed171

participants drawings (seeFig. 2(a)) that reproduced the monocular views they172

were required to hold. At this point, we explained participants that they were to173

report inversions of the 3D cube during prolonged viewing. We instructed them174

to say the word “inverted” as soon as the cube turned into a truncated trapezoid175

and to say “normal” as soon as the trapezoid turned into a cube. 176

To insure that they had understood the instructions and to familiarize them177

with the task, we first asked participants to try holding the cube with two-finger178

grips. This constituted the baseline condition, which is illustrated in the top179

panel ofFig. 2(a). After they reported reversals over a period of about 1 min,180

we requested them to cup their hands over two vertices of the cube as in the181
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A total of 17 participants were included in the studies. Six (including the
wo authors) served in the intermodal conditions of the first study as well as
econd study. An additional six participants took part in two control unim
onditions of the first study. Finally, another five participants (including the
nd fourth author) served only in the second study. All participants were

aculty members or graduate students in the Trieste or Liverpool depart
nd all gave their informed consent prior to their inclusion in the studies. Wi
xception of the authors, all other participants were fully naı̈ve to the purpos
f the studies. All were right-handed and either had normal vision or
rescription lenses as was appropriate for them.

.2. Materials and stimuli

The visual and haptic stimulus consisted of a wire-frame
side = 12.5 cm) made of thin iron bars (diameter = 4 mm). The frame was spra
ainted with matte black colour. To minimize brightness differences d
irectional illumination, a translucent semicircular screen was constructe
sed as background during experimental sessions. A standard commercia
amera was used to record the participant’s hands during the session as
heir vocal productions when reporting reversals (main conditions of stu
nd study 2). The scene camera mounted on the helmet of an ASL 50
ovement recording system was used to record views of the cube and o
olding it from the viewpoint of the participant (control conditions of study
amera output was fed on a PowerBook G4 Macintosh computer whe

ecordings were stored as multimedia files (.mov). Participants wore mo
oggles with an opaque screen occluding the left eye. The goggles wer
tructed in order to permit wearing prescription glasses underneath, if n
inally, the three drawings inFig. 2(a) were used in the main conditions of stu
and in study 2 to show participants how they were required to hold the c
ifferent sessions and to insure that all had approximately the same mon
iew of the cube.

.3. Procedure and experimental conditions

The studies were performed in accordance with the ethical standard
own in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki, as well with the guidelines for rese
NSY 2225 1–7
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and-stationary condition, which is illustrated in the middle panel ofFig. 2(a).
fter they experienced reversals in this new condition, we requested them
oving the right hand as shown by the arrows in the bottom panel ofFig. 2(a),

hat is, to continuously explore the three sides that converged at the to
ertex of the cube. They were requested to remain on these three sides, h
nd to avoid touching other vertices by bringing their hand to the front

he back of the cube. This last mode of touching the cube defined the
oving condition. Training ended as soon as observers realized that they

xperience reversals even while moving the hand.
In the two unimodal control conditions of study 1, training was perfor

xactly as in the three intermodal conditions. However, participants did no
he cube in their hands, but simply looked at the cube and at the hands
ctor. The cube and the hands were presented in a video taken from a vie

hat mimicked what the participants would have seen, if they had been h
he cube (see, again, the views inFig. 2(a)). Thus, the videos used in this con
ondition reproduced the visual stimuli provided by two of the three interm
onditions: the baseline condition and the hand-moving condition.

In the second study, the training session was the same as for the firs
lus an additional part at the end. This additional part served to familiariz

icipants with the task of the second study, which involved alternating bet
and-stationary and hand-moving periods. Participants were told that the

menter was to give them verbal instructions as to when to start or stop the
ovement at pseudorandom times. Participants reported reversals, as in
art, over a period of about 1 min.

.4. Data recording and analysis

Video files were inspected on a frame-by-frame basis using QuickTimTM

layer Version 7.0.1 on a PowerBook G4 Macintosh computer. In both st
ocal productions reporting Necker cube reversals were identified and
iming within the session was recorded in a spreadsheet for further analy
he second study, the .mov files were further inspected to identify trans
rom active to passive touch, or from passive to active touch. The timin
hese transitions was also entered in the spreadsheet. To estimate proba
ll timings were binned by rounding down to the nearest second. The typ

iming of reported reversals, as entered in the spreadsheet, were also ana
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Fig. 2. First study, (a) schematic representations of the participant’s right visual field in the experimental conditions: top, baseline condition;middle, hand-stationary
condition; bottom, hand-moving condition. The drawings were actually used during the experiment to instruct participants on how to hold the cube and(b) average
percept durations in the three experimental conditions; error bars are 1 S.E.M.

estimate the number of reversals and the duration of periods whereby participants216

experienced a 3D cube (the “veridical” percept) or its reversed counterpart, a217

truncated pyramid (the “illusory” percept). Parametric analyses of these data218

were performed using Data Desk® Version 6.2.219

3. Results and discussions220

3.1. First study, intermodal conditions221

In the baseline intermodal condition, the reversal rate was222

68.4 min−1. This remained almost unchanged in the hand-223

stationary condition, where it reduced only to 67 min−1. Con-224

versely, there was a substantial reduction in the hand-moving225

condition, where the reversal rate was 51 min−1. The total dura-226

tions of the veridical percept, computed over an average 1 min227

session, were 34.3, 37.4 and 40.6 s for the baseline, hand-228

stationary and hand-moving conditions, respectively. The bar229

charts inFig. 2(b) present average durations for the two alter-230

natives (veridical and illusory) and the corresponding standard231

errors in the three experimental conditions.232

Before parametric analysis, the duration data were subjected233

to a transformation to correct for a marked asymmetry in the234

shape of their distribution (skewness = 3.9). Such asymmetry is235

typical of percept durations in reversible figures, which are well236

approximated by gamma distributions (Borsellino, De Marco, 237

Allazetta, Rinesi, & Bartolini, 1972; see alsoMamassian & 238

Goutcher, 2005). To reduce violations of the normality assump-239

tion and improve the analysis (see, for instance,Mosteller & 240

Tukey, 1977; Snedecor & Cochran, 1980, Chapter 15), we sub- 241

jected the durations to a Box–Cox transformation (seeBox & 242

Cox, 1964) varying the transformation exponent until we found243

the value that minimized the observed skewness. This turned244

out to be equal to−0.057 (skewness =−0.003). Accordingly, 245

we used the transformed durations rather than the original data246

to perform a 2 (percept type, veridical, or illusory)× 3 (exper- 247

imental condition, baseline, hand-stationary, or hand-moving)248

repeated-measures analysis of variance. 249

The analysis of variance yielded a significant main effect250

of percept type,F(1, 5) = 7.7,p < 0.04. This finding suggests 251

that, in all conditions, the duration of a veridical percept was252
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on average longer (by about 3 s) than the duration of an illusory253

percept. The cause of this “veridical bias” may be traced back254

to several factors, such as the preference for regular 3D shapes255

(i.e. a cube) over less regular alternatives (a truncated pyramid),256

slight differences between the retinal size of the near and the257

far bars, or subtle cues about the true 3D shape of the object258

that may be provided by sensing the distribution of weight on259

the object, which would be slightly different for a cube and a260

truncated pyramid.261

The analysis of variance also yielded a significant main effect262

of experimental condition,F(2, 10) = 3.4,p < 0.05. Post hoc pair-263

wise comparisons using Tukey’s LSD measure demonstrated264

that the average duration of the alternative percepts was longer265

in the hand-moving condition (about 10 s) than in the other two266

conditions (about 6 s), bothp’s < 0.001, whereas percept dura-267

tions in the hand-stationary and the baseline condition were not268

statistically distinguishable,p = 0.65. InspectingFig. 2(b) sug-269

gests that this effect was due to an increase of the duration of the270

veridical percept, relative to its duration in the baseline and hand-271

stationary conditions, while the durations of the illusory percept272

remained essentially unchanged across conditions. Although the273

two-way interaction between percept type and experimental con-274

dition technically failed to reach significance,F(2, 8) = 2.75,275

p = 0.06, post hoc contrasts of the interaction simple effects sup-276

ported this interpretation. The veridical percept lasted longer, on277

average, in the hand-moving than in the other two conditions,278

p not279
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Table 1
Second study, total frequencies of veridical to illusory (v→ i) and of illusory to
veridical (i→ v) reversals when the hand was stationary and when it moved

Hand

Stationary Moving

(v → i) 186 118
(i → v) 142 138

Accordingly, an analysis of variance on transformed duration308

data (see description of transformation in the previous section)309

did not reveal statistically significant effects, although the bias310

in favor of the veridical percept came close to significance,F(1, 311

5) = 4.5,p < 0.087. 312

3.3. Second study 313

In the second study, we first computed the total number of314

each type of reversal, that is, reversals from the veridical to the315

illusory percept (v→ i) or from the illusory to the veridical per- 316

cept (i→ v) and separated those occurring when the hand was317

stationary from those occurring when the hand moved. Note that318

in the case of this second study, it makes little sense to compute319

percept durations as any given percept could be experienced320

partly during hand-stationary and partly during hand-moving321

periods. Summing across all eleven participants, we observed322

about 600 reversals. Specifically, there were 304 (v→ i) rever- 323

sals, 186 occurring when the hand was stationary and 118 when324

it moved, and 280 (i→ v) reversals, 142 occurring during sta-325

tionary periods and 138 during moving periods (seeTable 1). To 326

test the association between reversal type and haptic condition327

in these data, we assumed reversal independence (as supported328

by Zhou et al., 2004) and computedχ2 (1) = 6.49,p < 0.02. 329

Next, we computed first reversals occurring after transitions330

that increased or decreased the quality of haptic information, that331
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< 0.001 or smaller. Conversely, the illusory percept did
iffer statistically across the three conditions,p > 0.12 or bigger

.2. First study, unimodal control conditions

Given that participants could see their hands touching
ube, effects observed in the three intermodal conditions o
rst study may be due to changes in the visual stimulus
onsidered this possibility unlikely becauseAndo and Ashida
2003)reported similar effects while using a virtual reality s
em that prevented their participants from seeing their ha
owever, to completely rule out this possibility, we run t
nimodal control conditions using another six observers. T
ontrol conditions closely corresponded to the baseline an
and-moving intermodal conditions. However, participants
ot hold a cube but watched videos of an actor holding the
r moving the hand on it. Given that these videos were t

rom the viewpoint of someone holding the cube, they faithf
eproduced the visual stimulus one would have seen when
ng the cube, but of course they provided no haptic informa
hatsoever.
The pattern of results in these two unimodal controls

arkedly different from that of the corresponding intermo
onditions. First, the frequency of reversals was almost ex
he same: 63.6 and 63.4 m−1, in the baseline and the han
oving conditions, respectively. Second, the total dura
f the veridical percept per average 1 min session were

he same: 36.9 and 36.6 s, in the same order. Third, and
mportant, the difference between the average durations o
lternative percepts did not change between the baseline
ersus 5.4 s) and the hand-moving condition (6.8 s versus 5
NSY 2225 1–7
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s, transitions from hand-stationary to hand-moving (s→ m), or
rom moving to stationary (m→ s). There were about 300 su
eversals, indicating that other reversals could take place aft
rst, and before a new motor transition occurred. Specific
here were 171 (v→ i) first reversals, 67 occurring after (s→ m)
ransitions and 104 after (m→ s) transitions, and 118 (i→ v)
eversals, 72 after (s→ m) transitions and 46 after (m→ s) tran-
itions (seeTable 2). To test the association between reve
ype and touch transition in this data, we computedχ2 (1) = 13.3,
< 0.0003.
Finally, to test how changes in haptic quality affected

robability of a given reversal over time, we plotted the cu

able 2
econd study, frequencies of veridical to illusory (v→ i) and of illusory to
eridical (i→ v) reversals occurring first after transitions from stationar
oving (s→ m) and from moving to stationary (m→ s)

Transition

(s→ m) (m→ s)

v → i) 67 104
i → v) 72 46
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Fig. 3. Second study, cumulative probabilities of experiencing a reversal from
veridical to illusory (v→ i) or from illusory to veridical (i→ v), after a transi-
tion from hand-stationary to hand-moving (s→ m) or from moving to stationary
(m→ s). Continuous lines, curves for (i→ v)/(s→ m), (i→ v)/(m→ s) and
(v → i)/(m → s). These curves were well fit by almost identical cumulative
gamma functions. Dashed line, curve for (v→ i)/(s→ m). This curve was fit
more poorly by a markedly different gamma function. Note that after about 2 s
from the onset of hand movement, during a “vetoing window” of at least another
2 s it was essentially impossible to experience veridical to illusory reversals.

lative probability of each type of reversal given each type of344

transition, as a function of the temporal delay from the motor345

transition itself (seeFig. 3). Consider, for instance, the proba-346

bility of (v → i)/(s→ m) within 1 s from the transition. This is347

estimated by the frequency of (v→ i)/(s→ m) divided by the348

total of (v→ i)/(s→ m) events. At each 1 s interval, the cumu-349

lative probability is then given by the sum of probabilities up350

to that interval, divided by the total. As can be seen from the351

figure, this plot revealed that the probability of all reversals352

tended to decrease with time following a smooth negatively353

accelerated curve, except for the (v→ i) reversals following354

a (s→ m) transition. In this case, the cumulative probabil-355

ity curve had a markedly different shape. More precisely, the356

plot demonstrated that after having reached a value of≈0.4357

at the 2 s bin (following a trend comparable to the other three358

curves), the cumulative probability curve for (v→ i)/(s→ m)359

stopped growing, and remained fixed at approximately 0.4 for360

another 2 s. To evaluate the differences between this latter curv361

and the other two, we fitted cumulative gamma functions to362

the observed cumulative probabilities. As expected, three o363

the four curves showed excellent fits, 0.0022 < RMSE < 0.0136364

except for the (v→ i)/(s→ m), RMSE = 0.0638. To insure that365

this difference applied equally to the naı̈ve observers and to366

the four authors, we also replotted the data separately for th367

two groups. These plots were very similar, with the curve for368

(v → i)/(s→ m) similarly halting at the 2 s bin. Additional anal-369
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and only came to our attention after the analysis. 379

Finally, we can exclude that these effects are due to a non-380

specific, task-irrelevant motor activity. If the reversals were381

inhibited by simply moving the hand, independent of haptic382

shape information, then after a transition from stationary to mov-383

ing we should have observed vetoing of (v→ i) reversals, as we 384

did, but also of (i→ v) reversals, which we did not. In fact, the385

cumulative probability curve for this latter case was identical386

to the curves involving transitions from moving to stationary.387

Thus, these results suggest that changes that increased haptic388

quality prevented participants from experiencing illusory rever-389

sals, but only within a specific “vetoing window” that occurs in390

our data after about 2 s from the motor transition and lasts for391

an additional 1–2 s. A natural interpretation for this pattern is392

that the delay before the onset of the inhibitory period reflects393

the time required for haptic information to build up and enter394

the intersensory merging process, as one would expect if the395

discrepancy was handled by a process that registers the increase396

in quality of the haptic signal, and acts accordingly. 397

4. Conclusions 398

When participants explored the visual–haptic Necker cube399

employed in the present studies, they obtained information that400

could be either consistent or inconsistent across the two modal-401
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ties. Specifically, when the visual signal supported a trunc
yramid (the illusory percept), the tactile signal conflicted w
his interpretation in supporting a cube. Conversely, when
isual signal also supported a cube, the two signals agre
upporting the same three-dimensional interpretation. In
ion to changing visual information, during exploration
bservers also received haptic information that varied in qu
or instance, when a stationary period was followed by the in

ion of hand movement, our participants experienced an inc
n the quality of the haptic information about three-dimensi
orm. When motion ceased, they experienced a decrease i
ic quality.

Our results suggest that the system was sensitive to
hanges when handling discrepant information during ex
ation. Haptic information obtained by moving the hand on
ube tended to make veridical percepts more durable (as a
bserved byAndo & Ashida, 2003) and consequently revers
omewhat less frequent (as already observed byShopland &
regory, 1964). These effects appear to depend on inter

ory vetoing of the illusory interpretation, occurring about
fter increases in haptic quality due to the onset of hand mo

n addition, such intersensory vetoing was not ever-lasting
ppeared to completely prevent normal to illusory reversals

or about 1–2 s. Thus, our findings suggest that, at least i
resent conditions, intersensory discrepancies were deal
y monitoring fluctuations in sensory signal quality over spe
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2004), possibly involving cortical modulation of multisensory433

responses in the superior culliculus (Jiang & Stein, 2003). These434

proposals are often contrasted to approaches based on comput-435

ing the statistics of population of neurons (Deneve, Latham, &436

Pouget, 1999; Pouget, Dayan, & Zemel, 2003), which would437

afford faster estimates of signal reliabilities for intersensory438

reweighting (Ernst & Banks, 2002). However, computing relia-439

bilities in such a fashion is not trivial, and may be problematic440

if haptic changes involve large modifications in the neuronal441

populations involved. For instance, a PET study by Fink et al.442

(1999) suggests that intersensory conflicts involving compar-443

isons between motor intentions and sensory information may be444

handled by different cortical structures than those consisting of445

mere conflicts between simple sensory information. When such446

differences are big, resorting to measurements of fluctuations447

within temporal windows may be an adaptive, even if slower,448

strategy.449

A last, interesting feature of our results is that the observed450

vetoing window was fairly narrow, completely preventing illu-451

sory percepts only for about 1–2 s. It is possible that the system452

is not continuously measuring the quality of the sensory signal,453

but is instead sensitive to changes in this quality. Once these454

changes are registered, adaptation occurs that effectively elim-455

inates the vetoing effect. Note that in a less constrained haptic456

task, one would presumably assume more varied hand positions457

and perform larger range motions, such that the quality of the458
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